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In this paper, we generalize an earlier result on path wise rate conservation for cadlag processes to include 
a diffusion component. This leads to the occurence of an additional term corresponding to the local 
time of the process when considering the level crossing formula. This extension serves to show that rate 
conservation is a pathwise property of a cadlag process subject to it satisfying an o(t) growth condition 
almost surely. When specialized to the stationary case, we obtain a characterization of the invariant 
distribution of semi-martingales. We then illustrate the application of the conservation law to obtain the 
invariant distribution of a reflected Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process. 
rate conservation * martingales * nonstationary * local time * Palm probabilities * queues 
Introduction 
Rate conservation principles for cadlag (right continuous with left hand limits) 
jump processes of bounded variation have been shown to be very basic to the study 
of queueing systems. In the stationary context, the rate conservation principle has 
been studied by Miyazawa (1983, 1985), Konig and Schmidt (1981). The connection 
of rate conservation to basic formulae of Palm theory was shown by Bremaud (1992) 
in that the conservation principle of Miyazawa leads to the Palm inversion formula 
and Neveu's exchange formula. It was shown by Ferrandiz and Lazar (1991) that 
Miyazawa's formula is a generalization of the level crossing formula of Brill and 
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Posner (1977). More generally, Sigman (1991) has shown that rate conservation is 
equivalent to the H = AG of Brumelle (1971) in that if one of them holds the other 
will hold. A related deterministic approach is given in Stidham and El Taha (1989). 
In an earlier paper, Mazumdar et al (1991) showed that rate conservation is a 
pathwise property for cadlag processes of bounded variation without the need for 
stationarity hypotheses provided the process satisfies an o(t) growth condition. The 
approach was via a semi-martingale decomposition and the SLLN for local square 
integrable martingales. In this paper we provide a generalization of the result by 
allowing for terms of unbounded variation like a diffusion term. The addition of 
such a term which is of unbounded variation results in the inclusion of a local time 
term which cannot be neglected when considering excursions to obtain level crossing 
formulas. We then specialize the pathwise formula under stationarity and ergodicity 
assumptions to show the contribution of this local time term. The extension to 
include terms of unbounded variation is of importance in the study of diffusions 
with reflections at a boundary (see Gihman and Skorohod, 1972, or Liptser and 
Shiryayev, 1990, for example) since these models arise in diffusion approximation 
of queues (see Gelenbe and Mitrani, 1980). In addition the level crossing formula 
obtained provides a very simple characterization of the invariant distribution of 
stationary cadlag semi-martingales with jumps. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 we state and prove the rate 
conservation result for general cadlag processes. In Section 2 we give two examples 
to show the application of the results. 
1. Rate Conservation 
We first state and prove the rate conservation principle for cadlag processes which 
can include a diffusion term of unbounded variation. 
Let (!1, fJP, P) be a complete probability space on which a process {X,}, which is 
assumed to be right continuous with left hand limits (cadlag), is defined. Let {fJP,} 
denote a filtration on (!1, fJP, P) to which {X,} is adapted. It is assumed that {X,} 
has a finite number of jumps a.s. in every finite interval of time and the jump size 







Then {N,} is the point process which counts the jumps of {X,}. By assumption {N,} 
is locally finite and simple. Hence, by the Dellacherie-Meyer theorem (Dacunha-
Castelle and Duflo, 1986 or Liptser and Shiryayev, 1990), there exists a .?cpredictable 
increasing process {A,} such that N,-A, is a local, .?cmartingale and LIA,~ l. It is further 
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assumed that 
. N, hm sup-< oo 
t t 
( 1.3) 
In between jumps the process {X,} evolves as a diffusion process, i.e., a bounded 
variation drift term plus a diffusion term of unbounded variation. Let {tn} denote 
the sequence of jump times of X, with t0 < 11 < t 2 •••• Then 
with a ( t, X,) and a( t, X,) being f¥, adapted, and W, is standard Brownian motion 
w.r.t. f¥,. We also assume that a(·, ·) and a(·, ·) satisfy the 'usual' Lipschitz and 
growth conditions (see Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, for example) in order that ( 1.4) 
has a unique strong solution. We also assumed the following 'regularity' condition on 
the diffusion coefficient 
1 f' lim sup- a 2 ( s, X,) ds < oo. 
t t 0 
Remark. Our proofs can be easily extended to the case when the coefficients of 
(1.4) are not 'memoryless' functions of {X,} i.e. a(t, X,) could be a functional of 
{X" 0 ~ s ~ t} i.e. be of the form a(t, X) which is progressively measurable f¥, and 
similarly for a(t, X) for which a strong solution is defined (see Karatzas and Shreve, 
1988). 
With the above construction, {X,} can be written as 
(1.5) 
Define the process { Y,} by 
Y, = I (X,,- x,,_)l[r,,r,+,)(t) (1.6) 
n=O 
Then { Y,} is a right continuous process which measures the jump size. It is assumed 
that lim sup, (1/ t) J~ Y; dA, < oo. 
Before proving the main result on rate conservation we recall the SLLN for local 
square integrable martingales. The proof of the result can be found in Liptser and 
Shiryayev (1990) or Dacunha-Castelle and Duflo (1986) for example. 
Let {M,} be a local, square integrable martingale (w.r.t. f¥,) and let {(M),} denote 
the quadratic variation of {M,}. Then on the set {w: (M)oo<oo} M, converges and 
if (M)oo = 00 then M,/ (M), ~ 0. 
Using the above martingale SLLN we can now prove the main result on rate 
conservation which is a global rate conservation law. 
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Theorem 1.1. For the process {X,} defined by (1.5), if X,/ t-+ 0 a.s. as t-+ oo, then 
lim (2 J 1 Y._ dA. +2 J 1 a(s, X.) ds] = 0 a.s. (1.7) 
1->00 t 0 t 0 
Proof. First note that by definition of Y,, we have 
L .1X. dN. = L Y. dN •. 
Hence 
X,=X0 + L .1X.dN.+ L a(s,X.)ds+ L u(s,X.)dW. 
= X0 + L Y. dN. + L a(s, X.) ds + L u(s, X.) d w. 
=X0 + L Y.dM.+ J:Y.dA.+ L a(s,X.)ds+ L u(s,X.)dW. 
where M, = N,- A, is a martingale (purely discontinuous). Noting that by definition 
Y, = Y,_ + .1 Y, we obtain 
L Y. dM. = L Y._ dM. + L .1 Y. dM. 
and since J~ .1 Y. dN. = Y,- Y0 , we obtain 
L .1 Y. dM. = Y,- Y0 - L .1 Y • .1A •. 
Hence, 
X,=X0 -Y0 +Y,+ J:Y._dM.+ J:Y._dA.+ L a(s,X.)ds 
+ L u(s. x.) d w •. 
Since { Y,_} is gi,-predictable Z, = J~ Y._ dM. defines a square integrable gf,-
martingale with quadratic variation (Z), = J~ Y;_(l- .1A.) dA. and lim sup, (Z),/ t < 
oo by our assumptions. Similarly B, = J~ u(s, X.) d w. defines a square, integrable 
ffrmartingale with quadratic variation (B),=JI>a2 (X.)ds and lim sup, (B) 1/t<oo 
by the assumption on u( ·, · ). Therefore, both martingale terms Z,/ t and B,/ t go 
to 0 as t-+ oo by the martingale SLLN given above. Similarly Y,/ t goes to zero as 
t-+ oo since by assumption X,/ t-+ 0 as t-+ oo. Hence, 
lim (2 J' a(s, X.) ds+2 J' Y._ dA.J = 0 a.s. 
1->00 t 0 t 0 
This completes the proof. 0 
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Remarks. -When a stochastic intensity, denoted A,, exists for the process {N,}, 
J~ Ys- dA, = J~ YsAs ds. 
- If the diffusion term is absent, i.e., u( s, Xs) = 0, then the result ( 1.1) reduces to 
the result in Mazumdar et a!. (1991) for the case of bounded variation processes 
with a(t, X,) now denoting the right derivative denoted by X7 and defined by 
X -X X7 =lim t+e t 
e-o 8 
We now consider the application of the above result to obtain a level crossing 
formula. This corresponds to a local rate conservation result. 
Theorem 1.2. Let x0 E ~ and suppose the process {X,} satisfies X,/ t ~ 0 a.s. as t ~ oo. 
Then 
. [11' 11' L(t,x0 )] hm - l[Xs>xo]a(s,Xs)ds+- Zs-d.As+ 2 =0 t~oo f 0 f 0 l a.s. ( 1.8) 
where the process { Zt} is defined by 
Z,= L [(X,.-Xo)+)-(X1.--xo)+Jl[tn,tn+I](t) Vt~O, ( 1.9) 
n=O 
and {L(t, x0 )} denotes the local time process of the semi-martingale X, at x0 . 
Proof. Let x0 EIR and let L(t, x) denote the local time associated with the semi-martin-
gale X, (the existence is shown in Yor, 1978). The applying the generalised Ito formula 
to the convex function (see Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, or Yor, 1978, for example) 
f(x) =max(O, x-x0 ) = (x-x0 )+ gives 
(X,-xo)+=(X0 -x0 )++J' l[x,_>xoJdXs+ I Ll(X,-x0 t 
0 o~s~t 
- I 1[x,_>x0 ]L1Xs+!L(t,Xo). 
o~s~t 
Noting that 
I Ll(Xs -xot = I [(X, -xot -(Xs- -xotJ = f' Zs dNs 
o~s~t o~s~t 0 
by definition of Z, then 
L Zs dNs = L Zs- dA, + L Z 5 _ dM., + Z 1 - Zo. 
Since I(X,- xot- (X,_- xotl ~ IL1X,I we have that IZ,I ~I Y,l for all t a.s. Define 
U, = f~ Zs- dM5 • Then { U,} is a local square integrable ~,-martingale with quadratic 
variation 
< U), = L z;_(l- LlA,) dA, ~ L y;_ dAs 
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and hence lim sup,_.00 ( U),/ t < oo a.s. by assumption on { Y,}. Furthermore, 
f 1 l[X,_>xol dXs- L l[X,_>xo]L1Xs 
0 o~s~t 
= L l[X,_>xola(s, X.) ds+ L l[Xa->xo]a(s, x.) dW •. 
Defining V, = J~ 11x,_>xolu(s, X.) d W. then V, is also a local, square integrable 
Bf,-martingale With quadratiC Variation (V), = J~ }[X,_>xo]u2(s, X 5 ) ds and 
lim sup, ( V),/ t < oo. By the martingale SLLN both V,/ t and U,/ t go to 0 a.s. as 
t ~ oo and by hypothesis X,/ t ~ 0 a.s. as t ~ oo. Hence, 
. [1 J' 1 J' L(t, x0)] hm - l[x,_>xoJa(s, X.) ds +- Zs- dAs + = 0 a.s. 
r-oo t 0 t 0 2t 
Since the first integral above is with respect to Lebesgue measure we have 
L l[x,_>xola(s, X.) ds = L l[X,>xola(s, X.) ds a.s. 
and the proof is done. D 
Remarks. -Note that in the above formula the diffusion term corresponding to the 
Brownian motion part enters through the local time. The above formula states that 
the long term drift of the process when above a point x0 is equal to the long term 
amount by which the process crosses the point x0 plus the amount of time (local 
time) the process spends at x0 • 
- When the diffusion term is absent and the process is of bounded variation 
between jumps then L( t, x0 ) = 0 and the formula reduces to the level crossing formula 
given in Mazumdar et al. (1991). 
We now study the level crossing formula in the stationary ergodic case to show 
the contribution of the local time term. We assume that all the underlying processes 
are ergodic. Such a situation occurs, for instance, when the semi-martingale is 
associated to a Levy process (see Gihman and Skorohod, 1972, or Liptser and 
Shiryayev, 1990). An example is when the jump process is stationary, independent 
increment and the diffusion term corresponds to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
possessing a stationary distribution. In particular, for this case, we assume that 
a(·, ·) and u( ·, ·) do not depend on t. Then we can state the following result: 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose the process {X,} is stationary and ergodic with an invariant 
distribution F(x) which is right continuous. Let F~(x) denote the right derivative of 
the distribution function and let AN= E[N(O, 1]] denote the average intensity of the 
underlying point process. Then for any y E IR, 
(1.10) 
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where EO,. denotes expectation w.r.t. the Palm measure associated with the stationary point 
process {N,} and E denotes expectation w.r.t. invariant distribution. 
Proof. The proof readily follows by taking the pathwise limits in (1.8) which exist 
under the ergodic hypothesis. The first two terms on the left-hand side of (1.10) 
follow directly from the ergodic hypothesis, i.e. 
1 f' lim- 11x,>yJa(X.) ds = E[1 1xo>Yla(X0)] 
1->00 t 0 
and the second term follows by noting that 
1 f' 1 f' lim- z._ dA, =lim- z. dN. 
1->00 t 0 /->00 t 0 
. N, 1 f' d =hm-- Z N 
, ... oo t N, o s s 
= ANE<J,.[Ll(Xo- yt] 
where the last step follows from the definition of Palm probability and the cross 
ergodic theorem, see Baccelli and Bremaud (1987). 
It remains to prove that the last term corresponds to the right derivative of the 
stationary distribution function multiplied by u 2(y ). To prove this we note the local 
time is defined as (see Yor, 1978, Corollary 2, p. 32) the limit as e-+ 0 of 
L.(t, y) =.!. f' 11y,y+•l(X.) d(Xc, Xc). 
e o 
where X~ is the continuous part of the semi-martingale. In this case 
(XC, xc), = L u 2(X.) ds. 
Furthermore the mapping ( t, x) ~ L( t, x) is jointly continuous in t and cadlllg in 
x almost surely. Furthermore, 
J:+a L(t, x) dx = L 11y,y+aJ(X.)u2(X.) ds a.s. 
which is the occupation time density interpretation. 
(1.11) 
Denote by X 0 the stationary process i.e. X 0 ( t, w) = X 0 ( 8,w) where { 8,} is the shift 
operator (see Baccelli and Bremaud, 1987, for a discussion). 
Then for every 8 > 0, 37] 1 > 0 such that Ve < 77~> 
~~ E(1 1y,y+eJ (X0 )a2(Xo)] -a2 (y)F1 (y)l < !J 
and for almost all wEQ, 3'7(w)>0 s.t. 'v't~O and 'v'e<'l(w), 
II fy+e I e JY L(t, x) dx-L(t, y) < !J 
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since L(t, x) is jointly continuous in t and cadlag w.r.t. x a.s. Let e =min{ 71t. 71(w )}. 
Then using the ergodic hypothesis, 3A( w) > 1 such that for all t > A( w) we have 
11 J' 2 2 I I t 0 1[y,y+e](Xs)u (Xs) ds- E[1[y,y+e](Xo)u (X0)] <3e5. 
Hence, for almost all w E n, 3A( w) > 1 s.t. 'V t >A( w ), 
IL(t;y) -u2(y)F~(y)l 
111 fy+e I < t -; Y L( t, x) dx - L( t, y) 
111 fy+e 1 J 1 I +- - L(t, x) dx -- 1[y,y+e1(Xs)u2(Xs) ds 
t E y E o 
1
1 2 2 + I + -; E[1[y,y+e](Xo)u (Xo)]- u (y)F x(Y) 
<5 
noting that the second term on the right-hand side is =0 a.s. by (1.11). 
Since 5 > 0 is arbitrary, we have for almost all wEn, 
1. L( t, y) 2( )F+ ( ) tm--=u y x y 
1~00 t 
and the proof is done. 0 
We can state the rate conservation formula for more general functionals of X,. 
We state the result below. We omit the proof suffice it to say that it follows using 
the martingale SLLN and the generalized Ito formula, see Liptser and Shiryayev 
(1990). 
Theorem 1.4. Let f( ·) be a C 2 function with bounded first and second derivatives 
denoted f' and f", respectively. If f(X, )/ t ~ 0 a.s. as t ~ oo then 
[ 1 1 f' 1 f' J lim -tj'(Xs)a(s, Xs) ds+ -2 f"(Xs)u2 (s, Xs) ds+ - Z:'- dAs 
t->"" t 0 t 0 
=0 a.s. (1.12) 
where {Z1} is defined by 
00 
Z* = " L1*(X )1 (t) 0 t /... lJ 111 [t,uln+t) • 
n=O 
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Remark. Noting that by the definition of local times 
I f"(X,)u 2(Xs) ds = J: L(t, x)f"(x) dx 
we have in the case when the process is stationary and ergodic and F(x) denoting 
the stationary distribution, 
1 J' lim- f"(X,)u 2(Xs) ds = E[f"(X00 )u2(X00 )] t~OO ( 0 
= t:f"(x)u2(x) dF(x). 
Hence, 
1 f t foo lim- L(t, x)f"(x) dx = f"(x)u 2(x) dF(x). 
(.....:;.00 t 0 
-00 
The main aim of the above results has been to show that the rate conservation 
principle is basically a sample-path property of cadllig semi-martingales which 
satisfy a o( t) condition. The statement in terms of sample-path averages is to be 
able to relate the quantities to empirical measurements and recover the stationary 
results when the processes are ergodic. 
Remark. The regularity condition on the jump size, i.e., lim sup,(l/ t) J~ Y; dAs < oo 
is needed in order that the martingale SLLN applies and so we can relate the 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals to path integrals associated with the compensator (or 
intensity if it exists). Similarly the regularity assumption is needed on the diffusion 
coefficient to extract a pathwise result. However if one is interested in a mean rate 
conservation law then such an assumption can be relaxed since taking expectations 
the martingale terms have zero expectation, i.e. 
Hence, taking expectations in (1.12) gives 
E[f(X,)- f(Xo)] =I E[f'(Xs)a(s, X) +!J"(Xs)u2(s, X)] ds 
+ L E[Z,_dAsJ+E[Z,-Z0 ]. (1.13) 
In the stationary case E[f(X,)] = E[f(X0 )] and E[Z,] = E[Z0 ] and hence we obtain 
(1.14) 
We leave the details to the reader. 
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2. Examples 
We conclude with two examples to show the application of the rate conservation 
principle. 
Example 1. Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process - pure diffusion. A simple example to show 
the validity of ( 1.10) is to consider the one dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
given by 
(2.1) 
where p> 0. 
Then, if X 0 is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance cr2 I (2p) then {X,} is a stationary 
Gaussian process with mean 0 and variance cr 2 I p, Since the process is continuous 
and does not have any jumps, applying (1.10) gives, noting that F~(a) = Px(a) 
since the density exists, 
Example 2. Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process with reflections. The second example we 
consider is the use of (1.10) to compute the stationary distribution of the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with jump reflections at 0. Such models arise in diffusion 
approximations for queues in heavy traffic (see Gelenbe and Mitrani, 1980) and in 
singular control problems (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988). A detailed exposition of 
diffusions with jump reflections at a boundary can be found in the book of Gihman 
and Skorohod (1972). 
Consider the process {X,} defined as follows: 
(2.2) 
where { Tn} is the sequence of hitting times to 0 of {X,} defined by 
T0 =inf{t:;;,O:X, =0}, Tn+l = inf{ t:;;, Tn: X,= 0}. 
At hitting times the process {X,} is reflected above the origin by TJn where { TJn} are 
i.i.d. non-negative random variables with common distribution function denoted by 
F(x). Following the technique of removing the drift we first establish that indeed 
{X,} is ergodic and converges to a stationary process. Define the nonlinear transfor-
mation 
Y, = f(X,) 
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where 
f(x) =LX e{J5(2pyfu2)dy) dz =LX epz2/u2 dz. 
Then since limx--oof(x) = oo and limx ... -oof(x) = -oo, with f'(x) = epx2/u2 > 0 and 
f(O) = 0. This implies that f( ·) defines an invertible 1: 1 transformation from IR ~ R 
Then, a simple application of the Ito differential rule to { Y,} gives 
d Y, = u epx;;u2 d W, = 0:( Y,) d W, 
by noting that X,= f- 1( Y,) by the invertibility off(·). Then clearly, 
f oo 1 1 f"" 2 2/ 2 1 J"" 2/ 2 ~dz=2 e- PY u dj(y)=2 e-py u dy<oo. 
0 u (z) u 0 u o 
Hence, it follows that the process { Y,} is ergodic (see Gihman and Skorohod, 1972, 
Chapter 4) and so is {X,}. Let G(x) denote the stationary distribution of {X,}. Then 
(1.10) gives 
!u2 G+(x)- pE[Xol[Xo>xJl+ ANE~[L1(Xo-xt] = 0. 
Now by the assumption on jumps, we obtain 
E~[L1(X0 -xt] = E( 17 -xt = t"" (1- F(y)) dy. 
Therefore, we obtain using (1.10), 
!u2 G+(x)-p t"" yG+(y)dy+AN t"" (1-F(y))dy=O 
Which ShOWS that G+(X) is absolutely continUOUS in X and hence differentiating 
w.r.t. x, 
dG+(x) !u2 + pxG+(x)- AN(l- F(x)) = 0. 
dx 
Using the fact that G+(O) = 0 we obtain 
G+(x) = 2A;' fx e-<pfu2Hx2-y2J(l- F(y)) dy. 
u 0 
Using the fact that J~ G+(x) dx = 1 we can calculate AN which gives 
f'6 e- (x>-y2)pfa2( 1-F(y)) dy 
c+ (x) = JO" Jc;e-<z2-y2Jpfa2(1-F(y)) dydz. (2.3) 
By the definition of u(x) and f(x ), for any bounded measurable function g( ·) we 
obtain 
1 f' f"" lim- g(X.) ds = g(y)G+(y) dy 
1->00 t 0 0 
_ J~ (g(x )/ u 2(x)) J~ (1- F(f-1(y))) dy dx 
- J~ (1/ 0:2(z)) J~ (1- F{f-1(y))) dy dz (2.4) 
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which corresponds to the result in Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Chapter 4, p. 211) 
but obtained therein by different techniques. 
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